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Overview
As a new website owner, you’re going to be faced with a LOT of
things to do...seemingly all at once!

Let’s be realistic: you simply can’t do them all at once!

This Guide presents — in specific stages & explicit order  — the
exact steps you need to take when starting out with a new
website...or as a new website owner.

Guide Organization
The Guide is organized into specific action steps, divided into
“stages.” I start with essential first steps that are the most critical
to get in place immediately.

You’ll notice that the next five steps (#6 - 10) build upon and
require the earlier steps all be completed (but see below under
“Caveats”).

Similarly, steps #11 - 15 are dependent on the first 10 being in place.
The nature of these steps is not so much “implementing” but
planning and thought first, so you should naturally expect to
invest more time in getting each one of these in place.
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Important!

● This is an iterative process: you will understandably be
working “back & forth” across the steps in each ‘stage’ and as
you progress even across multiple stages… That’s the nature
of this business! The process is more circular in nature than a
linear path.

● As many of the steps within each ‘stage’ are dependent on
each other, it’s still important to do what you can in each
step before moving on to the next step.

⚠ Caveats

1. Beware of striving for "perfection" — because it literally
doesn't exist (EVER!) and it will keep you from getting anything
published! Instead, aim for "good enough!"

2. It's always a work in progress

a. Your website is never "finished," (Google demands 'fresh &
original content') so just go for your "good enough Version
1.0" at the beginning

b. Your website depends on knowing your niche or area of
specialization

c. Ditto for ‘knowing your audience’ & market research
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Start-Up Marketing Steps… The List

You’ll see there is a fair amount of planning that goes on
in each of these initial 5 steps, but remember…

“Your job is to publish!”

Don’t get caught in “perfectionism!” Remember to aim for
“Version 1.0: just “good enough!”

Let’s dive in...

1. Own your platform! If you get this wrong...nothing else
matters

2. Build — or improve — your website. Not sure what to
include? Check out this Series.

3. Identify your expertise, often also referred to as your niche.
This is a combination of your experience & solutions you offer
to your readers.  This is also a good time to decide what
you’re offering:  (1)Services, like coaching; (2) Products (like
courses or e-Books; or (3) a hybrid (combination of both. BTW,
digital ‘products’ (e-Books, online courses, premium
webinars, etc.) are far easier — & basically cost-free —  to

https://codefreewp.com/wordpress-tutorials/own-your-website-content/
https://codefreewp.com/website-writing-conhttps://codefreewp.com/wordpress-tutorials/why-i-recommend-wordpress/
https://codefreewp.com/website-writing-content/legal-disclaimer-privacy-pages/
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deliver! (If you’re not clear on any of these, you can’t hope to
communicate your benefit to first-time web visitors.)

4. Clearly identify your market: who needs your help
(solutions) and are they willing to pay?

5. Understand your ideal audience: where do they frequent
(online platforms)?, are they beginners or experienced?, how
can you best communicate with them (techie vs. non-techie,
advanced industry lingo, scientific, academic???) This is your
writing voice and it needs to meet them where they are…
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Stage 2: You’re making great progress! Keep going! You’ll

see these next 5 steps require more thought & planning.
PLUS, you may find you’ll be learning some new & valuable
skills! That’s common for many people at this stage. Embrace
it and invest fully into learning!

6. Invest your time in Content Marketing. It will improve both
your website traffic (attracting 'targeted' readers) & your SEO
(getting found in search)

7. Build your own email list of website readers, and do this
from the very beginning of your web presence!

8. Write an engaging “Welcome” email

9. “Bonus points” for creating a "Welcome email sequence"
(You’ll need an Email Service Provider (ESP) that supports
‘automations.’ Fortunately, most of the popular services do.)

10. Offer actionable quick tips (free downloads, often called “lead
magnets”). These are incentives to the reader in exchange for
them providing you their email address.

https://codefreewp.com/marketing-traffic-seo/
https://codefreewp.com/marketing-traffic-seo/marketing-terms-beginners/
https://codefreewp.com/marketing-traffic-seo/marketing-terms-beginners/
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Stage 3: Remember...these next 5 steps require more

planning and will likely take some longer implementation
time, so invest some planning time while still getting these
done!

11. Start an email newsletter: your readers have given tacit
permission to contact them so make sure to take proper
advantage of this! Frequency varies, but weekly is ideal
because you keep your name and expertise in front of your
subscribers, without them feeling overwhelmed by “too many
emails.”

12. Review your existing Lead Magnets… They will most
likely be “top of funnel” and may give you some ideas for
creating a few low-cost products to turn subscribers into
customers. You might also get some ideas for “Content
Upgrades” you can use for readers sharing your content on
their social platforms.

13. Consider segmenting your audience (not all your readers
are created equal, or have the same problems). Send them a
quick email survey asking them about their biggest
challenge right now (be concise & brief: “get more
customers,” “re-branding,” “technical help,” etc.). This will
provide greater insight into how you can best serve them, for
both publishing new content and possibly even new services

https://codefreewp.com/marketing-traffic-seo/sales-marketing-funnels-tutorial/
https://codefreewp.com/marketing-traffic-seo/marketing-terms-beginners/
https://codefreewp.com/marketing-traffic-seo/marketing-terms-beginners/
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or products. Bonus points for following up with each
respondent in a personal 1:1 email, either suggesting they
book a free discovery call with you, or sending them links to
useful content on your website! Give them a choice!

14. Create a reader “self-segmentation” page on your
website (like this one), and offer the option of receiving ONLY
emails in that segment. This may encourage readers to
become subscribers, since they will only be getting emails on
their topic of choice. AND, it will help you understand your
entire audience better, helping you know where to focus your
content.

15. Create a “Start Here” page on your website. It’s great for
capturing the attention of your all-important first-time readers!
Make sure to prominently link to this page your website's main
menu. You can see how I’ve done this here. It’s in the Header, so
it appears on every page. Some people may start browsing then
notice the “New? Start Here” text and jump to that page.

https://codefreewp.com/start-here/
https://codefreewp.com/website-writing-content/start-here-page-tutorial/
https://codefreewp.com/
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Summary & Key-Take-Aways

● Your website & your marketing are both an ongoing and
evolving process, not a one-time project!

● Much of “marketing” is ‘experimental!’ You just don’t know
how “your audience” will respond at any given time, so you
must remember to keep trying different approaches.

● Follow the 15 steps on this list sequentially, and you’ll be way
ahead of what most solopreneurs are doing!

I hope this quick Guide helps you approach both your website &

marketing with fresh eyes and enthusiasm for learning new strategies!

You can always find many more resources on my website.

Hope to see you there!

Karen
WordPress Trainer & Coach

https://codefreewp.com/

